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DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRINO MASS FROM THE BETA 
DECAY OF GASEOUS MOLECULAR TRITIUM 

DANIEL J. DECMAN AND WOLFGANG STOEFFL 
Nuclear Chemistry Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Livermore, California 94550 

ABSTRACT 
We set an upper limit of 8 eV for the mass of the electron amineulrino from studying the 
beta decay of tritium. We use a gaseous molecular tritium source, a high resolution 
magneuc spectrometer and a iow background counting system to minimize the systematic 
errors encountered in these measurements. Our calibration data with radioactive 8 3 m Kr 
enables us to measure our system response function and a good deal of atomic physics 
data. In addition to our end point result we have made the first measurement of the tritium 
beta decay spectrum below 200 keV. We find an excess of very low energy electrons 
which arise from molecular processes of the 3He-Tf ion. 

1. Introduction 

The neutrino plays an important role in many areas of physics. It is likely that the 
first new discoveries of physics beyond the standard model will come from the area of 
neutrino physics. The solar neutrino problem already suggests that this is the case. A 
neutrino of even a few eV mass could be sufficient to explain the missing mass of the 
universe. The detection of neutrinos from supernovae lets us observe events far in space 
and enables us to test our models of these exotic processes. Despite all this interest most all 
of the fundamental properties of the neutrino, such as its mass and magnetic moment are 
unresolved. It is also not clear whether or not the neutrino is its own antiparticle. Our 
experiment uses the most direct method to measure the mass of the electron antineutrino 
and further the understanding of this elusive particle. 

The simplest way to measure the neutrino mass is by doing a careful study of 
nuclear beta decay. In this process the electron and neutrino share the energy as the nucleus 
turns a neutron into a proton. The electron spectrum for allowed beta decay is given by 

P(E) ~ pE(Ho-E)V(E0-E)2 " m v

2 (1) 
where E is the electron energy, p the momentum, En is the end point energy and my is the 
neutrino mass. Beta decay spectra are often analyzed in terms of a so-called Kurie plot, this 
is obtained by taking the square root of the intensity after dividing by the product of the 
momentum and energy. In this form the beta decay spectrum has the shape of a straight line 
that intercepts the energy axis at the end point energy. An example of such a Kurie plot is 
shown in figure 1. If the neutrino has a mass there will be a deviation in this simple linear 



system at a distance from the end point equal to the neutrino mass. Tritium is perhaps the 
best decay to use because of its very low end point energy, 18.6 keV. 

Neutrino mass measurements using tritium beta decay were attempted several times 
in the 1940's in experiments using proportional counters. In the 1950's and 60's magnetic 
spectrometer experiments were able to set a reliable upper limit of 500 eV for the mass of 
the electron arnueulrino. However it was not until the 1970's that Bergkvist, using a 
jr\/2magnetic spectrometer, did a very careful measurement of the beta decay spectrum of 
tritium implanted in aluminum. His experiment had a very high resolution, of the order of 
60 eV. He reported an upper limit of 75 eV for the neutrino mass but more importantly he 
wrote two classic papers^ that pointed out the systematic errors in these experiments. For 
although this method seems straightforward there are several sources of error in these 
measurements that limit the sensitivity to a massive neutrino. 
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Figure 1. The Kurie plot for triuum for a neutrino mass of zero and 30 eV. 

Any experiment will have a finite resolution such that when analyzing a 
monochromatic electron line the resulting spectrum is given by equation 2. 

P(E) = JRT(E,E')P(E')dE' (2) 

where Rj is the resolution function. These functions are usually described in terms of a 
gaussian with some full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), these resolution functions can 
also have tails on both the low-ei^rgy and high energy sides. 

For magnetic spectrometers resolution of the order of tens of eV, FWHM, for 20 
keV electrons are achievable. But even these impressive resolutions will smear out the beta 
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decay spectrum such that the deviation in the distribution expected for a non-zero neutrino 
mass would appear as a curve. One must unfold this system resolution function from the 
experimentally observed spectrum. If the resolution function is in reality better than the 
value used in the analysis, the resulting fit will mimic a neutrino mass. Conversely, if one 
unfolds a more narrow resolution function than one actually has, the error would mask a 
non-zero neutrino mass. Thus we see that a high resolution is important but just as 
important is the knowledge of the resolution function. Also in this analysis one must 
consider the resolution function for the entire system, not just the resolving power of the 
spectrometer. Therefore, energy loss in the source material must also be included. 

In all practical experiments the tritium beta decay does not take place between two 
bare nuclei, as suggested by equation 1, but rather involves a transition between initial and 
final atomic or molecular states. Furthermore it is well known that only about 60% of all 
beta decays of tritium in molecules populate the molecular ground state of the daughter ion. 
Therefore what one measures in these experiments is the superposition of many beta decay 
spectra each with a slightly different end point. This can be written as 

N(E) = pEX*i(E0i-E)V(E0i-F-)2 " my2. (3) 
i 

where the summation runs over all the end points i, each with weight w\. This distribution 
must also be unfolded from the experimental data and again these corrections have the 
effect of masking or mimicking a neutrino mass. These final state distributions are 
potentially the greatest source of systematic error in th;se experiments. They cannot be 
determined from independent measurements so one must rely on calculations from atomic 
or molecular theory. For the atomic case the situation is rather well established. Also 
extensive calculations have been performed for the case of pure molecular tritium3 decaying 
to ^He-T1". In these cases the calculations are tractable although computationally intensive. 
Detailed calculations of more complicated molecules are hopeless. For these many electron 
systems one must resort to various approximation techniques. One can see that the atomic 
or molecular cases should give the best results. 

Bergkvist's result was largely limited by the low statistics and relatively high 
background in his measurement. He was able to produce a thin, stable source of reasonable 
intensity but studied it with a spectrometer of limited efficiency. Lubimov and his co
workers at the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP) in Moscow 
produced an even better source and used a spectrometer with a much higher luminosity 
such that the ITEP group's signal to noise ratio was a factor 10 better than that of 
Bergkvist. The ITEP group used a toroidal magnetic field spectrometer, of the Tret'yakov 
type, in this design the current loops of the toroidal field are constructed from straight 
conductors. Therefore a high precision can be achieved over rather large dimensions. The 
ITEP spectrometer had a very high resolution of 30 eV, FWHM. The source of the beta 
decay electrons was tritiated valine. Valine has the chemical formula C5H11NO2, so the 
final state distribution can only be approximated. In 1980 the ITEP group claimed to have 
evidence for a 35 eV mass for the neutrino4. Later, when it was discovered that the 
measurement of their resolution function failed to account for the natural line widths of their 
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1 6 y Yb calibration lines their mass value was decreased to 30 eV. In their most recent 
measurements5 they again find evidence for a neutrino mass of 30 eV and suggest that the 
value can be no lower than 17 eV. The range in their result arises because of the uncertainty 
in the final states populated by beta decay in the valine molecule. These remarkable results 
were the motivation for more than 15 new experiments since 1980. Of these many 
initiatives only four have produced data that actually test Lubimov's claim. 

A group at the Institiute for Nuclear Science (INS) in Tokyo have performed 
several measurements of the tritium beta decay using their iron-free double-focussing JU\2 
spectrometer and solid sources. In their most recent measurement they have used a 
Langmuir-Blodgett technique to produce a thin source of tritiated arachidic acid 
(C20H40O2). Their experiment has very high statistics with over 150,000 events in the last 
100 eV of the electron spectrum. However their experiment is hampered by a large 
background and the transmission of their spectrometer is a very complex function of 
electron energy. Perhaps the largest source of systematic error arises from their use of the 
solid source. Although their elegani technique can produce thin sources they are still 
confronted with an unknown final state distribution. It is also difficult to obtain accurate 
knowledge of the system resolution function when using these sources. In their most recent 
publication the INS group reports an upper limit of 13 eV for the neutrino mass at the 95% 
confidence level*. 

Researchers at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Zurich have also published several 
results on this problem. They used solid sources, either tritium implanted in carbon foils or 
thin films of tritiated v ,; ;adecyltrichlorosilane and therefore have the difficulties with energy 
loss and final states. They analyzed the electrons with a toroidal field spectrometer with a 
system resolution of <20 eV FWHM. They have reported an upper limit of 15.4 eV for 
electron antineutrino mass7. 

The group at The Los Alamos National Laboratory avoided the systematic problems 
of solid sources by measuring the beta decay electrons from gaseous molecular tritium. The 
electrons were analyzed with a toroidal field spectrometer with reasonable good resolution, 
25 eV, and a large acceptance. They have published a limit of 9.3 eV for the mass of the 
electron anrineutrinoS. Our experiment, described in detail below, uses the same technique 
as the LANL group. 

The groups in Tokyo, Zurich, and Los Alamos all report no evidence for a nonzero 
neutrino mass in beta decay of tritium and have set rather stringent upper limits. Their 
results are summarized in table 1. Although the data do not support the claim of Lubimov 
one sees that the best value for the neutrino mass squared is negative for these experiments. 
These negative mass-squared values simply mean that there are too many counts in the last 
100 eV of the spectra. This suggests that there remains some yet unknown systematic error 
in all these measurements or that there is some new physics involved. The mass limits of 
these reports come from doing a special statistical treatment to produce upper limits when 
non-physical results are obtained. 
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Tabic 1. Results of recent tritium beta decay experiments 

Experiment m v

2 (ev2) Statistical Error (ev2) Systematic Error (ev2) 
INS (Japan) -65 85 65 

Zuerich -158 150 103 
LANL -147 68 41 

2. The Description of the Present Experiment 

We use a gaseous tritium source combined with a high resolution magnetic 
spectrometer and a low background counting system to reduce the systematic errors of the 
previous experiments. The gaseous molecular tritium yields the highest specific activity and 
a system where the final states can be reasonably well calculated. Also by having a 
windowless gaseous source we can minimize scattering of the electrons in the source 
materia] and avoid solid state effects. Our experiment has very low backgi ound, ~5 counts 
per day in the energy region of interest and can analyze the electrons with a resolution of 
better than 15 eV in a system where we can determine the resolution very precisely. A 
schematic of our apparatus is shown in figure 2. 

Figure ?.. A schematic of the gaseous molecular tritium source and toroidal field spectrometer. 

The source consists of a 5 meter long 1.5 inch diameter tube that is contained inside 
its own vacuum system and can be cooled to -50 K. The tritium is injected into the center 
of this tube and is differentially pumped at both ends by 8 turbomolecular pumps. The 
exhaust of these pumps is then re-injected in the center of the source tube. The tritium 
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pressure at the injection point is nominally 10'3 Torr whereas it is 10"7 Torr after the last 
stage of differential pumping of the turbopumps. Tritium is further prevented from entering 
the tank by a 1 m long, 3 cm diameter pumping restriction that is lined with charcoal and 
cooled to 10 K. 

Electrons that decay in the source tube are confined by 5 superconducting 
solenoidal magnets that are positioned over the source tube. The field of the magnets is 
-0.5 Tesla with a slight gradient towards the spectrometer, in addition, the field in the 
magnet farthest from the spectrometer acts as a magnetic mirror to reflect those electrons 
whose initial direction was away from the spectrometer. The electrons in the source tube 
spiral on 1-mm diameter trajectories toward the spectrometer tank. After passing through 
the pumping restriction the electrons travel through a 4 in. diameter tube to the entrance of 
the tank. This transition tube is inside a normal conducting coil whose magnetic field 
guides the electrons into the tank. A stronger coil, located at the end of this tube, confines 
the electron trajectories to get them through the tank entrance. Additional larger coils around 
the front of the tank cancel the stray fields of the source magnets. The magnetic field 
strength just inside the spectrometer tank decreases rapidly and the direction of the field 
lines strongly diverge from the source-spectrometer axis. In this field the radius of 
curvature of the electrons is much greater than the curvature of the field lines. This allows 
the electron trajectories to undergo a non-adiabatic expansion toward the entrance of the 
spectrometer. 

Rather than change the magnetic field of the spectrometer we accelerate the 
electrons out of the source to make an energy scan. In order to decrease the background we 
analyze the electrons at 23 keV, i.e. we accelerate all the source electrons by at least 4.5 
keV. In this way we can distinguish the electrons that originated from the gaseous source 
from electrons from tritium contamination of the spectrometer tank and detector region. 
These background decays will have a maximum energy of 18.6 keV and are easily resolved 
from the 23 keV electrons by our detector. 

We apply accelerating high voltage to the entire source table. The table is supported 
on plastic blocks that isolate it from the floor and electrical power is brought in thru 
isolation transformers. We control devices on the source table via a fiber optic connection 
to our computer. The acceleration gaps are formed by glass sections of the source tube and 
vacuum shield tube after the turbo pumps at each end of the source tube. These regions 
have low gas pressure so there is litJe chance for a discharge. Also because the back wall 
of the source tube (the end farthest from the spectrometer) is again on ground potential, any 
tritium on these surfaces will not be analyzed by our spectrometer. Electrons can be 
accelerated by as much as +/- 25 kV with this source. We measure the high voltage with a 
special 1:2500 voltage divider. The divider was constructed from 500 kO resistors that 
were produced in the same factory run so that their aging characteristics would be closely 
matched. The divider is kept in a temperature controlled oil bath. The divided voltage is in 
the range of 0 - 10 volts and is read by a 6.5 digit precision voltmeter. 

We analyze the electrons from the source using a large toroidal field magnetic 
spectrometer. The toroidal field is formed by 72 current loops. The inside part of the loops 
are formed by 25 mm wide, 1 mm thick copper bands. The inner conductor length is 7 
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meter and is composed of two sections. We stretched these bands with 15000 N of force to 
make them straight. The outer conductors are 13 mm diameter aluminum rods, that are 
again in two sections. The conductors are supported by a space frame composed of large 
and small rings held together by a support structure of aluminum beams. The eight large 
ring* have a diameter of 2 meter, they comprise the overall support structure as well as hold 
the outer conductors. The position of the inner conductors is far more crucial and for this 
reason they are independently supported by the inner rings. The inner rings are positioned 
near each of the points where the electron trajectories cross the center of the spectrometer. 
The inner conductors are clamped to the inner rings by Lexan clips attached to the rings. 
Each inner conductor also has a grounded shield wire 1 cm on either side of it 

The toroidal field spectrometer has zero field inside and outside of the conductors, 
the field varies as 1/r between the inner and outer conductor layers. The electrons make six 
loops thru the spectrometer before reaching the detector. The field at the highest point is 
roughly 20 gauss, this requires about 45 amps of current, it takes about 22 volts to drive 
this current. The current is measured on £ temperature controlled shunt with a 6.5 digit 
voltmeter. We regulate the current by the computer to a stability of 1 part in 10°. The 
temperature of the spectrometer is also carefully controlled. The large vacuum tank is 
cooled to 12 C and the conductors are blackened in order to radiate away the -1300 watts 
of heating from the spectrometer current. The earth's magnetic field as well as other stray 
fields are shielded from the spectrometer by an active compensation system consisting of 
30 computer controlled coils. The building was constructed almost exclusively with non
magnetic materials in order to make the field corrections more tractable. 

At the first focus of the spectrometer there is a slit system that can be moved by two 
stepping motors. The slits are two hyperbolic plates and both the position and the gap 
between them can be changed. In this way we can select different trajectories of the 
focussed electrons. We have a system of 16 deflector plate pairs both before the first focus 
and in front of the detector. A diagnostic cup with a slit can be positioned over the detector 
to choose a narrow range of trajectories thru the machine. We can then tune the associated 
deflector plates for those trajectories giving us 16 tunable spectrometers. 

The electrons are focussed onto a multi-segmented liquid nitrogen cooled detector. 
The detector was fabricated from a cylindrically shaped silicon crystal. Lithium is diffused 
on the inside of the cylinder to a depth of 0.5 mm. The cylindrical shell of the crystal has a 
thickness of 1.5 mm. After the lithium has diffused, grooves were cut into the inside 
surface below the depletion depth of the lithium in order to form separate detectors from 
each ring. The silicon wafer is supported on a copper cylinder that contains the retractable 
electrical contacts for each detector segment. Each segment has its own FET, pre-amp, and 
amplifier. This arrangement enables us to take 12 spectra simultaneously for each 
spectrometer setting. The detector assembly is attached to a long copper cold finger that is 
inside a welded bellows. The detector assembly can be moved into or out of the main 
spectrometer vacuum tank and isolated with a gate valve. 

The detector segments have an intrinsic resolution of about 1 keV for 23 keV 
electrons. More importantly these rings have very litde background, about 5 coums per day 
in the energy region of interest, this is due to the small volume of the detector and the care 
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in selecting non radioactive components. We control the temperature oi Jie the detector to 
minimize the condensation of water vapor onto the detector surface. 

The experiment is controlled by a dedicated VAX 11/750 interfaced by a CAMAC 
parallel branch highway to most of the hardware. Some RS-232 devices are controlled 
directly from the VAX terminal driver. The VAX Unibus accesses the CAMAC crates via a 
commercially available branch highway driver. The software is based on the XSYS 
program that was developed at TUNL. Our modified software package controls virtually 
every part of the experiment. We monitor and log over 500 machine parameters. These 
capabilities enable us to do detailed studies of our experiment's performance and to fully 
explore possible sources of systematic error. 

We accumulate data by stepping the high voltage to accelerate the source elections 
of the energy range of interest to match the analyzing energy of the spectrometer. For each 
value of the voltage we accumulate 12 spectra on the ring detector. When the counting 
interval for this voltage is over these spectra are written to a disk file along with the 
pertinent information such as the actual counting time (determined by a precision pulser and 
scaler), the measured acceleration voltage, dead time parameters, and source gas pressure 
corrections. In the data replay the intensity of the analyzed energy is determined by 
examining the area of the peak in each of the 12 ring detector spectra. These areas are 
corrected with the associated dead time and source strength data and are dien written into 
the channel associated with that high voltage. This produces 12 separate spectra for this 
voltage sweep. Because we know the dispersion of the spectrometer we can determine the 
distance in acceleration voltage between the various detector elements. Using this we can 
shift the individual ring spectra by the appropriate amounts and then sum all the spectra into 
one. 

A source of mono-energetic electrons is a very useful diagnostic tool in measuring 
and optimizing the performance of the spectrometer system. We have constructed an 
electron gun to serve this purpose. The gun consists of a quartz window positioned at the 
end of the source tube farthest from the spectrometer. The vacuum side of the window has 
a thin gold coating. This "back wall" of the source is electrically isolated from the the rest 
of the source tube and the support table and we can apply an accelerating voltage to this 
section of < 25 kV. We illuminate the quartz window with a mercury U V lamp outside the 
source tube. The energy of the UV photons is about 100 mV above the work function of 
the electrons on the gold surface. Therefore the UV light produces very low energy 
electrons that are then accelerated by the applied high voltage. This gives us a very mono-
energetic beam that is tunable from 0 to 25 keV. 

An important aspect of these experiments is the intrinsic resolution function of the 
spectrometer and source. We can measure our resolution by using the radioactive 
calibration source 83mKr. The decay scheme of this isomer is shown in figure 3. is 
produced by the electron capture decay of 83RD, approximately 90% of these decays result 
in the production of a metastable state at 41.5 keV. This isomeric state decays by a cascade 
of two electromagnetic transitions of 32 and 9 keV. The K-conversion electrons of the 32 
keV transition have an energy of 17.8 keV, conveniently close to the end point of tritium. 
The radioactive krypton gas circulates in the source tube in the same way as molecular 
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tritium and therefore allows us measure our system resolution. The °^Rb is purchased 
from LANL as a RbCl solution. We evaporate this solution to dryness, as a thin layer on a 
piece of Teflon sheet This Teflon is then placed in a stainless steel vacuum container and 
attached to the source vacuum system. We heat the Rb to 200 C to enhance the diffusion of 
the krypton from the RbCl layer. The nominal source strength for the Rb is 10 millicuries. 

1/2-
1.83 hr. 

147 ns \ i 
7/2+ T 9.1 

9/2+ 

/ 
-r 41.5 
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0.0 
83 
36 Kr 

86 days 
83 
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Figure 3. The decay scheme of the isomeric state in 83Kr 

We obtain our pure molecular tritium gas from E.G.&G. Movnd Laboratory. The 
tritium reservoir is a 500 cc stainless steel sample cylinder and contains an activity of 20 Ci, 
i.e. the pressure in the bottle is about 10 Torr. The gas flows through a neeule valve into 
the source tube. We change the opening of the needle valve by a computer-controlled 
stepping motor. A residual gas analyzer, located in the last stage of the differential 
pumping, measures the tritium partial pressure in the source. Our computer then uses the 
pressuie data and needle valve to regulate the gas pressure. The regulaaon can keep the 
tritium pressure stable to 0.5%. We correct our data for any small deviations noted by the 
regulation task and can also discard data points when such pressure corrections become 
larger than a few per cent. 

The differential pumping is not 100% effective and a small fraction of the tritium is 
lost f̂ om the recirculation system and trapped in the charcoal of the pumping restriction. As 
more of the inventory is losi to the charcoal the aperture of the needle valve mus. be opened 
wider to maintain the source density. At some point the pressure of the reservoir will 
become too low to produce a stable pressure in the source. This defines the end of a tritium 
run for our experiment, here we isolate the source '.̂ om the spectrometer with a gate valve 
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and allow the charcoal to warm up. The tritium from the charcoal is then pumped by a Zr-
Ti-V getter pump. This device pumps hydrogen isotopes very efficiently at temperatures 
from ambient to 200 C. At higher temperatures, >400 C, hydrogen isotopes are released 
from these getter pumps. We have found that by controlling the heater of these pumps we 
can also produce a stable tritium supply ia die source tube. The tritium generated in this 
was is largely in the form HT and not T2, so that this method can not be used for the 
neutrino mass measurement 

* 
3. Tests of System Performance 

We have made extensive use of the electrons from the 83n>Kr decay to study the 
performance of our source and spectron—'er. Although the decay scheme of this isomer 
consists only of two electromagnetic transitions ii gives rise to over 200 structures in its 
electron spectrum. The lines cover the energy range from 0 to 32 keV and have components 
that are both nuclear and atomic in origin. The most important feature of the spectrum is the 
K-conversion line of the 32 keV transition which is shown in figure 4. The low energy 
strucrures are due to the atomic physics processes of shake-up and shake-off. In these 
processes the electron shells rearrange in response to the K-conversion process, i.e., the 
electrons suddenly find themselves in a very different nuclear potential. There is not a 
perfect overlap between the initial neutral krypton orbitals and those with the K 'acancy 
and therefore there is a finite probability that some of the atoms will be left with electrons 
excited to the 5p, 6p, 7p, levels. This is the shake-up process. The electrons can also be 
excited into the continuum, this is shake-off. T.iC peak structures show the exactions of 
the 4p, 3d and 3p atomic shells in this manner. Of important note in the spectrum is that 
our resolution is sufficiently high that we can resolve the main Lorentzian peak from the 
first shakeup-shakeoff satellites allowing us to directly determine our resolution without 
interference from atomic physics. For the Kr 32-keV K line we achieved a resolution as 
good as 4 eV. In fitting the Lorentzian width for this peak we obta; •; a value of 2.85 eV, in 
good agreement with the accepted value for the lifetim; of a krypton K vacancy9. 
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Figure 4. The spectrum of lhe 32-kcV K-conversion line in log scale The shake-up and shake-off satellites 
are labeled with their atomic shells on the low-energy side of ihe main peak. 

We use the 83KT to calibrate the energy scale of our spectrometer using only atomic 
physics data. The two parameters in our measurement for this are the calibration constants 
for the voltage divider and current shunt. We determine the divider constant by measuring 
the voltage difference of the 32 keV K line and the M-N lines. The M and N binding 
energies are known to within .1 eV. The binding energy of K-shell is known to an 
accuracy of O.S eV. After adjusting the divider constant with this value we then measure the 
position of the strong LMM Auger lines at 1460 and 1512 eV 1 0 . We adjust the current 
shunt value to fix our energy scale. We have performed this procedure for analyzing 
energies of 15, 21 and 23 keV and always obtain the same results for the various lines in 
83RS «kctton v̂ Kctevsm. A f e cal&casing tive. systemm tfcfi.ii tetermme. the. energies, of all 
the many electron lines in the ^Ki spectrum. Using this system we can then deduce the 
energies of the gamma rays in the 83KT cascade. We obtain a value of 17.821(1) keVfor 
the K-conversion line, in good agreement with the value deduced from gamma-ray 
spectroscopy! • 

The ideal spectrometer system would have an efficiency for the detection of the beta 
decay electrons that did not vary with electron energy. In our system we always analyze the 
same electron energy so that the trajectories through the spectrometer are the same for the 
entire energy range. Similarly the same energy impinges on the Si(Li) detector so that we 
always have a response that is independent of the original beta decay energy. However as 
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we accelerate the lower energy electrons up to the analyzing energy, the moving vector of 
the electrons becomes more strongly aligned with the spectrometer axis. These electrons 
with the smaller "take-off angles after they pass through the acceleration gap have a better 
chance of passing through the spectrometer than electrons with higher take-off angles. 
Therefore the spectrometer is slightly more efficient for those electrons that receive more 
acceleration voltage. We have measured this effect in two ways. The first method s'mply 
used all the krypton lines, i.e. the 32 keV K-conversion line, the K-LL auger lines, the 9-
keV L and M conversion lines and the LMM augers. The relative intensities of these groups 
can be calculated to within 5%. This gives us a rough idea of the magnitude of the variation 
of the efficiency with energy. A more rigorous determination comes from measuring the 
tritium spectrum over a long range. We can use this because we can very precisely calculate 
the shape of the allowed beta decay function. From spectra such as these we find that the 
efficiency varies with energy with a slope of 1.0 x 10"^ eV _ 1 for electrons in the energy 
range 5-18 keV. For electron energies lower than these the efficiency is very sensitive to 
the settings cf the magnets between the source and the tank entrance. For these low energy 
electrons a thorough study of the effects of these fields as a function of the entrance slit 
position is necessary to find the best transmission behavior. 

We searched for the presence of long tails in the spectrometer resolution function in 
two different measurements. Our system is efficient enough to measure the 32-keV N 
conversion lines. Because these lines involve the outermost atomic shell of krypton there 
are no shakeup-shakeoff processes possible. Also because the lifetimes of the N vacancies 
are long, the natural line widths are very narrow. From the N-converion line spectrum we 
find that the low-energy tail of the resolution function is < 10"^ of the peak height. A 
secord measurement of the low energy tail examined the zero-energy electron line in 
krypton. We accelerate the thermal electrons in the source tube to the analyzing energy of 
the spectrometer. We know that there can be no electrons with less than zero energy. The 
low energy edge of this spectrum should show only the gaussian resolution of the machine. 
From this test we find the low-energy tail of the resolution function is < 10"**. We have 
also searched for the presence of high-energy tails using the high intensity of the electron 
gun. We find evidence for a flat high energy tail with an intensity of 10~5 eV" 1 that extends 
out 350 eV. The presence of this tail is noteworthy since this part of the resolution function 
can produce excess counts in the tritium end point spectrum. 

A requirement of the tritium beta decay measurement is spectrometer stability. Any 
shift in the spectrometer focus would result in an effectively widened, and yet unknown 
resolution function. A change in efficiency would directly change the shape of the beta 
decay spectrum. We verify our stability by measuring the position and intensity of " K r K-
conversion line in 10 minute runs for several days. From these tests we find that the 
centroid of th? peak is stable to within 100 meV over a period of 4 days. The intensity, 
once corrected for the natural decay of the 83Rb, is stable within the statistical uncertainty 
in the count rates. 

Our gaseous tritium source is designed to minimize the energy loss component of 
our system resolution. The effective source thickness corresponds to an areal density of 
100 ng/ctifi. However even at these low densities an appreciable fraction of the electrons 
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do scatter with the tritium gas and lose energy. We use the 32-keV K-conversion line of 
" K r to make a diiect measurement of this effect. This is accomplished by introducing the 
83RT into the source tube with the tritium pressure at the same value that would be used in 
the actual measurement The resulting spectrum is simply the K-conversion line spectrum 
superimposed on a background of the beta decay spectrum. The tritium spectrum under the 
K-line can easily be determined by analyzing adjacent energy regions. The energy loss 
fraction can then be determined by comparing the low energy tail of the ^ K r line with and 
without the tritium. 

4. Tritium Data and Results 

In our experiment we measure the entire beta decay spectrum from the end point to 
zero energy. Our principle focus is on the end point region since it contains the information 
about the neutrino mass. However, the study of the long range spectrum from 10 keV to 
the end point is also important because it can be used as a very precise calibration of our 
efficiency function. A long range spectrum is shown in figure 5. 

250 

.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18. 
Electron Energy (keV) 

Figure 5. A tritium beta decay speclrum from 10 keV to the end point. 

Our experiment is the first to measure beta decay electrons below 500 eV, this 
spectrum is shown in figure 6. The tritium spectrum at these low energies shows a large 
excess of electrons beyond what is predicted by beta decay theory. The excess intensity in 
the first 200 e V of electron energy corresponds to about 30% of the total intensity that we 
observe. These electrons do not arise from beta decay since it has been established that the 
number of electrons observed above 200 eV is consistent, at the 1% level, with the number 
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of ^He atoms measured in mass spectrometry experiments. We have also proven that these 
low energy electrons are not caused by scattering. To do this we measured the ratio of 
electron intensity at 3 keV to that at 10 eV for several values of tritium pressure in the 
source. If the low energy electrons were from scattering they would have a quadratic 
dependence on the pressure whereas the "high energy" electrons would increase in a linear 
fashion. We observed that the ratio of low energy to high energy electrons stayed constant 
as a function of tritium pressure for a!! values where reasonable, measurements of low 
energies could be made. We also know that this excess intensity at low energies is not an 
artifact of our spectrometer. We can prove this by measuring the zero line from our " K r 
calibration source. We know the low energy lines in this case consist of the shake-off and 
Coster-Kronig electrons. The intensity of these lines per ^Ki decay can be calculated since 
we Know what charge states are produced by the vacancy cascades. We measured the 
intensities of these cascades by studying the conversion electron lines of the 9 keV 
transition as described in reference 12. The intensity we obtain for this zero line agrees very 
well with the measured va'.i.e corrected for our extracted efficiency curve. The agreement is 
also good for the L-MM Auger lines at 1.5 keV. 

I 

Experiment 
Theory 

I lif I ,»i^y i i i 

"stor -W" "Tfoo 
Energy(eV) 

Figure 6. The low energy electron spectrum of tritium, the solid curve is the predicted spectrum from beta 
decay theory. 

We believe the low energy electron spectrum is largely produced by electrons 
emitted by the 3He-T+ molecules via autoionization. In this process the positively charged 
molecule emits yet another electron to form ^He-T4"1" which subsequently dissociates- This 
process is energetically possible for all the ^He-T"1" excited states above 24 eV. 
Coincidently the calculated population of these excited states by tritium beta decay is about 
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30%. The agreement might be fortuitous, a rigorous proof of this explanation involves 
detailed molecular calculations. There is surprisingly little experimental information about 
what ionic species are produced by the beta decay of molecular tritium. The only data are 
from experiments from the 1950s 1 3 ' 1 4 that used a mass spectrometer to measure the 
relative amounts of ^He-T1", He+.T1", and He + 2 . The results of these experiments suggest 
that over 90% of the tritium decays populate the ground slate of the 3He-T+ molecule, a 
result that can not be reconciled with any calculation. The experiments were shown to have 
systematic errors that enhance the apparent ground state population15. These experiments 
have never been repeated. 

To determine the mass of the electron anti-neutrino we measured the tritium 
spectrum in the energy range 17.60 to 18.75 keV. The most straightforward way o collect 
these data would be to step through the energy region of interest giving the same measuring 
time for each point and making that time interval short enough to produce many sweeps of 
the spectrum. However a better goal is to give the same statistical accuracy to each point, 
therefore the measuring time should be much longer for energies close to the end point. In 
addition to a nonuniform measurement time for each setting one must also be concerned 
about the orde- that these data points are taken. Sweeping the voltage from one end to the 
other could make the experiment vulnerable to some repeating trend in the source density, 
an example of this would be a temperature regulation cycle. To avoid such problem we use 
a different random sequence for each of the runs. In this way any small source instabilities 
are averaged out and any severe problems will result in a marked discontinuity in small 
ranges of points rather than smooth curvatures over the whole length of the spectrum. We 
found our source w be very stable in intensity. 

The data for the results reported here were collected in early 1992 and used 20 
curies of tritium. The data collection time was about 16 horn's. The spectrometer was set to 
analyze an electron energy of 23 keV. We set the front slits 6 mm apart which gave us a 
resolution of about 18 eV FWHM. The density of the source gas at the injection point was 
about 8 mtorr, with this pressure about 80% of all electrons leave the source without any 
scattering. We collected about 6000 counts in the last 100 eV of the spectrum on a 
background of about 1 count/eV. 

Extracting a value for the neutrino mass squared from beta decay data presents one 
of the most complex least - squares fitting problems known to nuclear spectroscopy. The 
calculation is computationally long since for each iteration of the fit one must calculate the 
spectrum for each end point value of the final states and then fold in the resolution function 
and energy loss spectrum. Also the derivatives of the final function with respect to the fit 
parameters cannot be calculated from analytical forms but must be done numerii *lly. We 
performed the fits using a modified version of the fitting code FITEK on a VAXstation 
3100. The theoretical function for the fit program is given by 

P(E) = A[ 1 +oc 1 ( E m a g - E)] F(E,Z)pEIwi(E0i-E)V(E0i-E)2 - m v

2 + B (4) 
i 

where a] describes the linear dependence of the efficiency as a function of the acceleration 
voltage (Emag is the analyzing energy of the spectrometer), B is a constant background and 
A is a normalization constant. The term F(E,Z) is the so-called Fermi function that accounts 
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for the effects of the nuclear coulomb field on the beta decay electron. A detailed analysis of 
this correction has recently been given by Wilkinson 1", he shows that for the end point 
region of tritium the Fermi function can be written as 

F(E,Z) = 2uy(l - e-2lty)-l(1.002037 - 0.001427(3) (5) 
where y = ctZ/p, a is the fine structure constant, Z the atomic number of the daughter 
nucleus, and P is the electron velocity in units of the speed of light In fitting the data we 
vary the values of A, B, mv 2 and the ground state Eo. We determine oq from the long 
range data. 

The results of the least squares fit of these data are shown in table 2. Our end point 
energy of 18568.1(15) eV can be related to 3H-3He mass difference. The mass difference 
is defined for neutral atoms whereas we've measured the difference between 3 H2 and 
3HeT+. We add 18.4 eV for the molecular and atomic binding energy corrections and 2 eV 
for the recoil. We obtain 18588.5 (25) for the 3H- 3He mass difference in very good 
agreement with the latest mass spectrometry measurements17 of 18590.1(37). 

Table. 1. The results for the end point spectrum of molecular tritium. 

m v

2 -72(41) eV 2 

En 18568.1(15) eV 
Background 1.2(1) eV-1 

at 1.1x10-5 ev-I (fixed) 

Our data for the end point region of the tritium decay is shown in figure 7 in the 
form of a Kurie plot where the solid curve represents the best fit to the data. Figure 8 
shows the residual plot of our fit in units of standard deviations, we also show the 
residuals for a fixed neutrino mass of 30 eV, i.e. Lubimov's result. Clearly our data show 
no evidence for a 30 eV mass for the electron antineutrino, rather it is ruled out by 15 
standard deviations. Our best value for m v

2 is negative like the other recent results. 
However at the level of our statistics the result is still consistent with zero within the 2c 
confidence range. 
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Figure 7. The end point spectrum of molecular tritium. The solid curve is a fit to the data. 

We can extract m upper limit for the electron antineutrino mass using this non-
physical result To do this we fit our data for fixed values of the neutrino mass but allowing 
the other parameters to vary. We then study the behavior of %2 a 3 a function of Kv and 
determine how well ou." data confine the neutrino mass. We study our systematic errors by 
makin! small changes in the resolution function, energy loss, and final states to test how 
sensitive our system is to small changes in these parameters. Our final result is an upper 
limit of 8.0 eV for the mass of the electron antineutrino at the 95% confidence level. The 
contributions of the various systematic errors are listed in table 3. 

Table 3. The contribution to the uncertainty in the mass limit for various parameters of our 
experiment. 

Parameter Error (eV)2 

Statistics 41 
Resolution 5 

Energy loss shape 4 
Energy Loss Amplitude 12 

Efficiency (ai) 6 
Recoil Correction 8 

Radiative Corrections 10 
Final States 10 
Fit Method 20 
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Figure 8. The residual plots for the fit with fixed values of Uie neutrino mass of 0 and 30 eV. The arrow 
marks the location of the end point energy. 

A negative value for ray^ has no physical meaning, it is only an indication from 
the fit analysis that 'here are too many counts near the end point. This might arise from a 
systematic error in the measurement such as the presence of an unknown background or a 
large mistake in the final state corrections. We can point out that a large mistake in the final 
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state calculations is unlikely. If one modifies the final states enough to bring the best fit of 
my^ to zero, the end point would shift by 6 eV. This would disagree with the end point 
derived from the mass spectrometry data. The negative value for my^ might also indicate 
that there is some additional physics that we must incorporate in our understanding of beta 
decay. Our negative result is within 2a of zero so it does not, in itself, warrant the 
introduction of new physics for beta decay. However it is interesting to note that these 
tritium beta decay experiments are the first studies of neutrinos at extremely low energies. 
The physics of these very low energy neutrinos is inaccessible to the techniques of high 
energy physics and has been largely overlooked by theoretical studies. 

In the near future we will continue studying the end point of the tritium beta decay 
to greatly increase our statistics and to gain a better understanding of the systematics of our 
spectrometer. We believe that we can improve our data so that we can set an upper limit of 
5 eV for the mass of the electron antineutrino. We also hope to understand the significance 
and origin for the negative values of my^. 
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